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Letter 347
From “Work Slow” To “Happy Day”
2015-05-23
Dear Dan,
After 4irst being hired at (G6) on 17 July 2001 and the initial shock began to wear off of
realizing that the janitorial program at (G6) was managed by (G14), a company I had both
hired and 4ired when working at (G8) (see Letter 13 Vol. 1), I ran into something kind of
strange.
During the 4irst few weeks of getting to know my new job, I also would sometimes interact
with various co-workers. One co-worker in particular would end what would be considered
“water-cooler” conversations with the phrase;

"

“WORK SLOW”.

At 4irst I really didn’t know what to make of the statement. I was still battling the desire to
turn tail and get the hell out of (G6). To quit before I had any sort of tenure, while I still had
some energy, and 4ind another school custodial job.
Another thing I noticed was an example of what he was suggesting. At that time, and until I
went to the graveyard shift in October of 2003, I worked out of a janitor closet that was in a
hallway that went down to a certain patient area. My assignment did not cover that area,
but frequently I would see other workers in the (G6z) department pushing a cleaning cart
down the hall to perform what is called “a discharge”, the cleaning of a patient room after
the patient is discharged from that room.
One lady in particular I would observe would walk and push her cleaning cart as slowly as
possible.
The Gift of Knowledge informed me at the time that this was being caused by a demonic
network in the (G6z) department designed to defraud (G6) of fair and just work
performance by the workers. Essentially there was one Leading Demon that proclaimed a
“work slow down”, and others that actual enforced the slow down.
But I was most irritated when the “work slow” phrase would be used in my presence. After
a while an idea occurred to me, that solved two problems at once. The demonic network
was the 4irst problem. The second problem had to do with my days off schedule. Did you
know that Hospitals have special work rules passed by Congress that, instead of using a 40
hour work week on which to base overtime pay, an 80 hour, two-week work cycle is
allowed? This allows hospitals to more easily cover weekends without having to pay
overtime.
So, in my case, beginning the 4irst week I would have the weekend off, work M-W, have
Thursday off, work F-M, have Tuesday off, work W-F, and then back to the off weekend. This
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two week cycle lasted until I went graveyard, when I had Mondays and Tuesdays off. But
both (M) and I hated the two week cycle. I also would become sort of dis-oriented as to
what day it was.
So, the idea that occurred to me was that whenever I was approached by one of the “workslow” crew, before they had a chance to speak I would say;

"

“HAPPY (insert current day of week here)”.

For example, if it was Monday, I would say “Happy Monday”. This would provide me with a
point of verbal reference that exercised my memory as to what the actual calendar day was,
and also head off the “work slow” demons, making them dis-oriented, using the spoken
“Rhema” Word of God to produce positive spiritual air pressure, thus driving the evil spirit
away.
Now, after fourteen years of wishing people a “Happy Day”, just about everyone I run into
on a regular basis will greet me with a “Happy Day” remark, before I even get a chance to
say anything. Even the guy that 4irst verbalized “work slow” to me years ago now greets me
with happiness.
This idea came to me from angel Gabe, and he and I and the Lord worked together to bring
this change about. I would not have been able to persevere without his help and the Lord’s
leadership. The spiritual “work-slow” network was like pushing through goo. In fact,
frequently I would ask Gabe, after perceiving in the spirit all things (G6), why all I perceived
was spiritual Goo.
His answer was most profound. He would state that I perceived goo because;

"

“… THAT’S WHAT IT IS, GOO*.”

But I can now say that the “Goo” has been power-washed with the Blood of the Lamb, and
the Love of the Truth. And, being desirous to give appropriate credit, the overall spiritual
climate at (G6) has improved markedly since the Lord installed angel Gabriel as Kingdom
Manager. I have seen and heard evidence of improvements in how people treat each other,
and the words that come out of people’s mouths.
Looks and sounds like “… Kingdom come…” to me.
*I originally thought I was perceiving goo because my perception was faulty. Turns out I
was spot on after all.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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